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Team meeting minutes 

Welcome and thanks to everyone for all of their help from Helen and again from Maggie 

Welcome to Dirce  who is now helping with the emails. 

Jannine is now working on all areas of social media. 

Jannine  - 

• asking for shares on any FB  groups that others are part of 

• let her know of any other FB groups that we can join to share Helen’s teaching.  

Everyone asked to help in answering fb comments.  

Sergio now answers as the page as a formal reply and is anyone else able to help with this. 

Apologies as we forgot to update the Sharon Slack  is now able to admit people to the DTE and GP 

groups on FB. 

Marcy mentioned  Inside Timer to Jannine  and will communicate directly with her. 

Instagram  - how does it look re format. Ian reported it has been fine up to now. 

Sangha link ups. A new function to be offered to Sangha members (not specifically attendees of 

Sangha) Sharon Hepburn is almost ready to launch this. It is to link up students in  geographical  

areas only. Please do  not announce yet as it not quite ready. It will be announced on Website and 

FB groups. Then it will be mentioned at Sanghas and Satsang. 

Sharon Hepburn will run email and  spread sheet. 

Ron looked on macbook and no issues regarding menu button. ( A student had reported issues with 

this) 

Any Other Business 

Non duality conference  - Sharon Slack  has contacted and is waiting for a response. 

Sharon asked about fund raising. Ron is looking into something and will feedback soon.  

Sponsorship for other students. Raising money for specific reasons mainly to help other students.  



Scholarships always offered for DTE.  Look at a way to have a donation page where people can leave 

money for other students.  Maggie will look into organising this .  

Transcribing – Caroline asked for  help  with GP and Laurie Farquharson offered. Caroline to contact 

her.  

Everyone ready to transcribe next  for DTE course. Use a group email to stop back and forth and to 

make less work.  

Thanks to everyone from Helen 


